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Sun, sea and romance – just add champagne. That’s what Tenerife has to offer holidaymakers looking for a break with a difference. The Canary Island’s renowned port, Los Cristianos, is home to the world’s first all-round hotel, the one-Michelin starred Mahina. And there are numerous privately owned hotels of a
high standard too, including the spectacular Four Seasons Tenerife. The hotel’s theme is “siesta”; the “hotel of a thousand siestas”, in the local parlance. With a coastline of stunning rugged beauty, we’ve put together an extensive list of our 10 favourite beaches. The list ranges from idyllic beaches to simply

stunning sunsets on a remote stretch of shoreline. Click or tap on the beach’s name to go to its page. Wherever you choose to go, we promise you’ll find something special. Famed for its sapphire-blue waters, the Anaga seaside resort of Cala d’or is a favourite amongst British visitors and has good reason to be. It
has the most natural-looking beaches in Tenerife and is surrounded by a perfect ring of mountains. It’s one of the few resorts that truly feels like a retreat. There are plenty of sandy beaches nearby in, for example, Santa Cruz and Puerto de Mogan, but this is where the real magic lies. One of the strangest

sculptures on Tenerife, this 16-metre-high “tree” (named Mataviejas) looks like a giant penis from the air, but from the ground you can see it’s clearly a hand-shaped structure. It’s found in a tiny beach-side village, Mataviejas, north of Puerto de Mogan. The famed little port of Los Cristianos is home to arguably
the most sophisticated hotel in all of Canary Islands. The Mahina, a 50-room all-round designer hotel, opened in 2017 and has been named one of the world’s best hotels, the second time it’s been voted so. From its black-and-white hotel lobby to its exquisite rooms, the Mahina is a sensational place to stay in

Tenerife. The Sugar Beach Club in Los Cristianos is a modern boutique hotel perched in the heart of the c6a93da74d
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